
HOT OFF THE PRESS!

STITCHFINITY x WellChild Advent Calendar 2022
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� Watermelon
� Heart
� Donut
� Pizza
� Orange

Ideal as an easy introduction to cross stitching or as
a fun and quick project for stitching pros.

Bright, bold, colourful jewellery that’s sure to get
noticed.

Kits contain:

� An enjoyable stitching experience (14 holes per
inch plastic canvas is easy to stitch on and DMC
threads are brilliant, there’s a needle too!)

� Durable and hypoallergenic earring findings
(sterling silver fish hooks and jump rings, plastic
stoppers)

� Or a brooch back and felt to cover your stitching

� A helping hand (easy to follow pattern and clear
instructions on how to assemble)

Designed and made with love in the United Kingdom.

STITCHFINITY Make Your Own Jewellery Kits

After the success of 2021’s Advent Calendar, STITCHFINITY have been
developing 2022’s completely different design, available in limited numbers

for wholesale stockists. (Only 500 available)

There will be 24 individually numbered envelopes inside, for a
daily dose of crafting in December. Each envelope
contains an individual pattern, stitching materials or

some construction instructions small enough to
accomplish in one evening. When the daily projects

are all combined, they will form a showstopping
Christmas decoration, as well as some pieces with a

dual festive use!

Best of all, every purchase supports
WellChild, a fantastic charity that helps

children and young people with
exceptional health needs to be cared for

at home instead of hospital. This means that
your Advent Calendar won’t just look

good, it will do good too.

Wholesale £22

RRP £49.95

Brooch Kits
Wholesale £8.33

RRP £20

Earring Kits
Wholesale £10.42

RRP £25


